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Editorial
BY EMMY ABRAHAMSON

Digital technology: friend or foe?
I am a self-confessed Luddite. I don’t have a smartphone and don’t even really know what
an app is. Technology has never held much of an interest for me, and now I am usually
the only one sitting on a train looking out of the window instead of into a little rectangular
screen. No-one will ever be able to convince me that reading a book on a Kindle will ever
rival holding a real book or that my life would be so much more easy and fun if I could
ask the virtual assistants Alexa or Siri what the capital of Angola is (Siri is, by the way, my
sister’s name and has now become slightly “ruined” – thanks, technology!). The epidemic and
proven addictiveness of the “black mirror” scares me and is something I will try to protect
my children from for as long as possible. And yet… there are moments when I wish I had a
smartphone. For example at festivals when the other ensemble leaders have instant access
to music, can check their emails or can record sounds and images without a problem. Life
would just be so much easier. “One day you’ll have to give in”, Siri keeps saying (the real one,
though the virtual one would probably say the same). She’s probably right.
For anyone above the age of twenty-five technology can often appear scary and
unnecessary. But rather than turning into grumpy old men shouting how technology is
destroying humanity as we know it, how about embracing it? How about seeing lots of
possibilities for re-inventing theatre and the stories we tell? How about even falling in love
with it? After all, if theatre never changed we would still have boys playing all the female
parts, no ethnic diversity and no play ever allowed to criticise the government.
Theatre needs to be on the forefront of change to stay current and alive. Theatre needs to
constantly evolve, re-examine itself and push itself. We should never get too complacent and
comfortable. As David Bowie once said: “If you feel safe in the area you’re working in, you’re
not working in the right area. Always go a little further into the water than you feel you’re
capable of being in. Go a little bit out of your depth. And when you don’t feel that your feet
are quite touching the bottom, you’re just about in the right place to do something exciting.”
And this is where we are at with digital theatre at the moment. And as theatre teachers “it
is our responsibility to spend time looking into what is out there” as Joshua Hatt writes in his
article. It is our responsibility not to be left behind when it comes to how technology can be
used in the theatre and in our drama classroom. And this can be immensely exciting. Digital
theatre opens up possibilities we never even knew were possible like e.g. the virtual reality and
crazy world of DSTRIKT 5 that Ian Johnston describes in “Meeting Muuti” or using Keriann
O’Rourke’s favourite EdTech suggestions in the drama classroom.
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But “becoming too enamoured with technology for its own sake is the biggest potential
pitfall of all” as Stephanie Fleischmann warns in her article. There are shows that seem to
use digital effects just for the sake of using digital effects. Yet perhaps that is a necessary
phase we need to go through. All of this technology is still so novel and, like a brand new
sparkling Christmas toy, that is what makes it exciting which leads to the over-use of it. But
as Jonothan Neelands comforted me when I expressed my worry about everyone being
addicted to their smartphone this summer: things will calm down.
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Technology will never take away creativity. “The magic of music – and probably of all art
– is really not hidden within the technology” writes Christoffer Høyer. The world will always
need storytellers, theatre directors, actors, stage managers and visionaries. Imagination is
the one thing that a robot will never be able to replicate no matter what Steven Spielberg
would have us believe. The theatre will still always be a place of human interaction where
we come to watch other human beings tell us stories about what it means to be human.
Only now we will also be able to have some mind-blowing projection mapping, audio,
lighting and video systems in place. And surely that is something to rejoice about: richer
theatre experiences as well as making our lives so much easier. •

ISTA and its editors accept no liability for the views, opinions and
advice contained in this journal. The editors reserve the right to edit any
materials submitted for publication.
ISTA contact information:
International Schools Theatre Association (ISTA),
3, Omega Offices, 14 Coinagehall Street, Helston TR13 8EB
United Kingdom. office@ista.co.uk
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As part of the drama and theatre curriculum at the Bangkok
Patana School I teach mask, puppetry, design and storytelling
from different world theatre traditions. Suddenly I have
discovered how mobile phones, iPads and laptops can be used
to do all these things as well – a theatrical tool for the modern
world that can be witty, imaginative and a celebration of how
we can use it to connect with each other in a spirited way. If
I had an idea but didn’t know how to implement it, I asked
the experts – the students – and if they didn’t know how to do
it, they asked YouTube or Google and we found the answers
together, so it was a truly collaborative experience. Below I
have detailed our journey and our main discoveries. Feel free to
steal, experiment and adapt these ideas with your own students.

Connected
By Nita Dewse
I decided to do a play on social media
at the start of the academic year wearing
both my teacher and parent hats. As a
backpacker in the 90s I was someone who
disappeared from the world for months at
a time and knew the joy of rocking up to
an American Express office to receive mail
whenever I passed through a capital city. I
began worrying about the amount of time
students (and my own daughters) were
obsessing over instant messaging where
everything had to be had now, this second,
instantly. There didn’t seem to be the art of
patience (or invisibility) anymore. I was also
concerned with how the anonymity of the

internet could make normally polite young
people say nasty things they wouldn’t dare
say to someone’s face.
I came in to rehearsals with the idea of making
a piece of theatre that was educational in
dealing with some of the concerns I had with
social media. However, the piece that emerged
did not really end up the way I envisaged.
Whilst some of the scenes dealt with the
negatives of cyberbullying etc there was also
a wonderful liberation in learning how to make
the technology create a new type of theatre.
In fact, the whole piece became a celebration
of how creative the use of technology can be.

“Whilst some of the scenes dealt with the
negatives of cyberbullying etc the whole
piece became a celebration of how
creative the use of technology can be.”
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“... I have
discovered how
mobile phones,
iPads and laptops
can be used
to do all these
things as well – a
theatrical tool for
the modern world
that can be witty,
imaginative and
a celebration of
how we can use
it to connect with
each other in a
spirited way.”

Scene titles
This is a simple but effective one, straight out of the notes
from The Mobile Phone Show. In Brechtian signpost fashion
have students take photos of letters wherever they see them:
around the school, at shopping centres, in the city, off Google
images and then create words or phrases out of them on stage.
We used them as titles for scenes but you could use them as
subtitles, subtext or a way of providing audience instructions.
Top tip: Have the students save their letter on their phone’s
lockscreen so they can access it quickly during the show.
Chorus and ensemble
Having students use choral techniques incorporating movement
and sound can be made even more powerful if they experiment
with how they can also use their phones or iPads to highlight
the action of the play. There are lots of examples of how to
do this in the notes to The Mobile Phone Show. We started
our production with around a dozen phones on stage on the
floor as the audience entered. When the lights went down they
began ringing one after the other (other members of the cast
called the phone on the floor). This created a dynamic start and
led into a chorus scene of people entering the space answering
their phones and starting a conversation which overlapped
each other. We used chorus in a huge array of ways: to mimic
actions of the character on their phone, to show images (or text)
as subtext to the protagonists speech, to play music via phones
to underscore a scene and even as choral masks. Having a
chorus of students enter a scene all making different sounds
on their keypads or playing their favourite song or using the
keypad ringtone to make music – e.g. the Mario brothers theme
tune – were fun ways to punctuate a scene. You could also use
apps like GarageBand or Piano Tiles to create music that is
played live.
Technology as puppets and masks
We had a scene where we devised the history of the smartphone
starting with Bruce the Brick (who weighed 750grams, would
take 10 hours to charge and could save no more than 30
numbers in his memory) to the smartphone battle between
Android and Apple. For each smartphone we used laptops,
iPads and phones as puppets. The older the phone the bigger it
was and the less movement we included. So Bruce the Brick was
made up of five laptops – only the head moved with the speech
being videoed, the other laptops used photos of his arms, legs
and body. We then used large iPads, mini iPads and eventually
>>
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“... moments of interaction were a
great way for the audience to be
connected to the show...”

to talk directly to the audience at the start of the show telling
them to turn their phones on and get connected to the show by
joining in on our group chat which can be seen being projected
on either side of the large screen below.

<<

mobile phones as time progressed and phones got cheaper,
smarter and smaller. We wanted to add movement to the legs
and arms as they got smarter, so rather than video everything
the students used an app called Boomerang which replays
small sections of video backwards and forwards so that the
arms and/or legs looked like they were moving. The narrator of
the scene had a microphone that she placed near the speaker
of the iPad/phone to project the speech but you could also use
handheld speakers connected by Bluetooth.

Group call or (mannequin challenge with spooky feedback
sound effect)
One of the things about teaching that I love is how much I learn
from students. One day I entered my tutor base to register my
year 11 class and they were all sitting against the back wall with
their phones out engaged in a group Skype call to each other.
As I went to tell them off for having their phones out I realised
that as they talked their voices echoed around the room in a
completely freaky feedback kind of way. I immediately switched
from barking at them to asking them in a manic way: “How are
you doing that?”. “It’s a group Skype call!” they chanted back.
I later worked out that with so many speakers and microphones
working in close proximity on the same call it creates feedback
like any speakers and mics would but without the high end
ear busting shrill tone. Instead, it creates a distortion and echo
effect which is fantastic. So I took the idea to rehearsal and
we experimented with it. We used Facebook messenger to
create the group call. The more people in the call the better but
we found around 9-10 worked well on stage. In the show we
had a moment where everyone froze in a tableaux of people
engaging with their phones: texting, listening to music, taking
photos and selfies etc. At this point the narrator walked around
the “mannequin challenge”, as the kids liked to call it, and spoke
a monologue about the addiction of using mobile phones.
The echo and distortion on his voice as he spoke created an
atmosphere that sent a chill up on the back of the audiences’
necks. A super simple way of the students being their own
technicians in a scene helping to create tension and atmosphere
in a magical “how did they do that?” kind of way.

When I worked as artistic director on a fantastic festival in
Beijing earlier in the year that looked at the impact of technology
on traditional cultures, I was sharing with the artists how we
could use the iPads as mouths, inspired by a Juicy Fruit app
my daughter used which had filmed segments of speech and
you hold the phone up to your face as if you are speaking the
words. Inspired by this, one of the artists Ellis van Marseeven
created a virtual reality scene with her ensemble where they
used the phones and iPads as eye masks and it was a very
powerful moment in the final ISTA performance, so I stole the
idea and used it in our play to create a chorus of eyes watching
the audience.

Phones and LED lighting
Earlier in the year we had Frantic Assembly visit our school and
as they were touring and needed to keep their inventory down,
they used 3 or 4 garden security lights to light their whole show

Live video feed
As you can see from the first puppet photo we used an Apple
TV to project images of the puppets on the back screen so
that the audience could clearly see what was going on. As
the puppets got smaller when we used phones the detail was
harder to see so by using a live feed recording we could not
only project the puppet for practical purposes but also create
a more atmospheric effect that had echoes of Big Brother.
Basically to use the Apple TV in this way you connect the Apple
TV (essentially a modem sized box) directly to the projector and
then use Airplay to connect the box wirelessly to any iPad or
iPhone’s camera.

“The echo and
distortion on
his voice as he
spoke created an
atmosphere that
sent a chill up on
the back of the
audiences’ necks.”

We also used it to project a live Skype call that we had take
place on stage so that we could see the actors connecting to
the group call in real time, with their profile pictures appearing
just before their faces hit the screen as they talked. The actors
sat in the audience and around the stage conducting the call so
the audience could see some of the individual phone screens as
well while the call took place. I also used a programme called
Screen Monkey which I will talk about later. Part of the value of
this programme is that you can run all of your presentations out
of one package including live video feed. Although I couldn’t
connect the Apple TV to it I could use my computer’s webcam
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with the actors moving the flood lights into various positions or holding them up to light
the actors directly. We decided to do the same thing using mobile phones for certain
scenes so actors either uplit themselves or students used the torches on their phones to
light other actors for certain scenes. We also stole Frantic’s idea of using LED lights in
a simple frame to create the effect of a person being lit by a computer screen as well
as a pet ball lit by an LED inside to become a symbol of the internet (another idea
stolen from ISTA artist Tim Howe – thanks, Tim!).
The set was also kept simple and was essentially boxes and doorframes all lit on one
side by LED tape with connectors to switch them on and off. Essentially this acted as
a base for actors not directly on stage – when they came off stage to sit on their block
or in their door frame they turned their LED lights on to show they were connecting to
the internet which was symbolised by an interconnecting pattern of LED lights linking
all the blocks and doors together.
Audience interaction
We had one scene (again inspired from The Mobile Phone Show) where the audience
was asked to message actors on the stage e.g. one parent messaged the cast and
asked: “What is a meme?”. We also had a monologue where someone had lost their
phone and asked a member of the audience if they could use their mobile to call the
lost phone. These moments of interaction were a great way for the audience to be
connected to the show and for the students to learn the art of improvisation. We also
had a number of moments where students took selfies on stage and in the audience
as part of the action - including during the bows.
An IT teacher at my school suggested I set up a chatroom that ran alongside the
show so that the audience could make comments as the performance went on. He
suggested using a website called https://todaysmeet.com. It is extremely simple to
use and is designed specifically for use by teachers and students. You simply register
and create a group chat and then either advertise the link and/or QR code on your
programme or use signs in the lobby before the show. Before you know it you have a
mixture of thoughtful and banal comments flowing in. It would be a great device to
use for the IB Collaborative Project to get feedback from the audience both as the
show is running and alongside the post show discussion to encourage more people to
contribute.
YouTube and Keepvid music
As a teacher I use YouTube all the time to find music. It’s great because you can put in
crazy search terms like “social media songs” or “sound effect time travel” and see what
comes up. I found some fantastic sound tracks this way where people had put together
music made up of computer sounds or social media alert tones. The trick in a show is
not to have to play them through YouTube. Because what if the internet goes down
during the performance? So recently I began subscribing to Keepvid which allows you
to download YouTube clips as MP3 or MP4 files for around 20.00GBP a year. It also
links with Spotify and iTunes. I could then use these as part of my playlist which was a
godsend and a super useful tool for drama teaching generally.
Screenmonkey
Screenmonkey, as I mentioned earlier, is a free programme you can download to your
computer that acts as a multimedia platform to run your whole show from. Ideally, if
>>
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“The
interesting
thing about
this scene
was that the
use of emojis
and text talk
created a
subtext that
only half the
audience
got...”

my daughter had leant me her Macbook, I would have used
QLab. QLab is free for Mac users and allows you to control
lighting, video and music in one package, and having talked
to people who have used it, it’s amazing. As my school is not
in any way Mac friendly however, I looked for an alternative
and found Screenmonkey. It isn’t perfect and on my old laptop
it was glitchy at times and caused me several moments of
headaches but my final word on it is that I would use it again
in a heartbeat. In an everyday context it’s useful for when you
are doing GCSE or IB plays and want to set up a playlist.
It’s especially useful when you have to run a playlist that uses
sound effects e.g. when a doorbell rings or there is a gunshot
and there is that awful delay before the sound effect arrives.
With Screenmonkey you load up the audio file and then you
can edit it within the programme to start on the moment of the
sound effect so that when you click that button in play mode,
the sound effect is immediate. It also allows you to put images,
music, videos, live video feed, PowerPoints etc all in one place so
it runs like a programmed lighting board in that you are literally
clicking on a button and the next visual or audio cue starts.
Having said that, the whole programme froze my computer
twice during the show and I actually lost my whole programme
the day of the show. The good news was that what had taken
me a week to load up only took me an hour to re-do because
I knew my way around the programme by then and I also
found out how to save the show to a separate folder which was
useful as a backup. It will take a bit of time to learn your way
around the system but they do provide some video tutorials of
the basics and it’s worth persevering with because in the end it
saves you juggling five different types of media for a show. They
say that you can use PowerPoint but I never got it to work for me
so I just screen shot my PowerPoint slides and then added them
as images and that worked just as well. All in all, a useful tool.

“The students
were
laughing
and the
adults looked
confused or
bemused at
best.”
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Final words
“So – all in all – our
journey was massive
and I feel a little bit
like a convert who
wants to preach
to everyone on the
merits of technology
now.”

The language of Instant Messaging
We had a scene where we wanted to explore what a classic
story like Romeo and Juliet would look like in the modern age.
In my exploration of this I came across a Penguin/Random
House publication called YOLO Juliet. We used scene 5 (where
Romeo meets Juliet at the Capulet’s party) as a scene in the
play where all the characters message the action of the scene
using text talk and emojis as per the book.
The interesting thing about this scene was that the use of emojis
and text talk created a subtext that only half the audience got.
The only comparison I can make is that of going to see a British
pantomime with kids where the adults laugh at the innuendoes
that go over the children’s heads – except that in our play the
reverse happened. The students were laughing and the adults
looked confused or bemused at best. One of the mothers came
up to tell me at the end of the show that her 11-year old son had
had to explain to her that when Juliet cries FML at the end of
the scene that it was actually pretty rude (Editor’s note: FML
means “f***k my life”). She didn’t take offence (which I thought
might happen) but was actually really passionate about how
much that scene had made her realise that her children had a
whole other language that they regularly use to communicate
that she didn’t understand. It was actually a really powerful
message transferred in a comic way.

As mentioned earlier: you don’t need to know everything before
starting, just have a go and be ready to ask the students for
help. Relish the Le Coq mantra of le jeu: the experimentation
and playing is where the discoveries are made. Be open to the
possibilities and get connected. •
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Theatre technology
at warp speed
By Patrick McGowan
When I was in school I dreamt of the days when
we would have hoverboards, transformable
fighter planes and starships that could warp
across galaxies. While we haven’t quite
achieved warp speed yet, looking back on
advances in show technology in the past
twenty years, the “digital revolution” is not just
here to stay, it’s already long passed and now
it’s evolving into something much greater.

debate I often find myself taking place in is:
“Which digital protocol is the best?”. We live in
the age of digital networks. Even our cars are
communicating with computers and satellites
through digital networks. While some of us fear
that the machines will someday rise and kill us
all, the intercommunication of equipment via
networked commands and data transfer has
enabled society to achieve a level of mechanical
efficiency that is getting us that much closer to
Nowadays “analog vs digital” is an argument warp speed and these applications in theatre
for the dinosaurs. As an audio engineer the technology are just as exciting.

“Computer geeks now have their
rightful place among audio, lighting
and video engineers, and they will be
our first line of defence when
the machines rise...”
10

“Professional audio, lighting, and video
systems are all amazing examples of
technology that continue to innovate
and improve over time but the skills
required to operate these systems and
use them in ways to create something
that can amaze people are crafts.”
Professional audio and lighting systems have traditionally been
isolated systems. Getting them to work together harmoniously
usually involves teams of humans with a strong production lead
who is capable of getting audio engineers and lighting engineers
to operate their systems together under one director. In fact
anyone who has worked in production will tell you that just getting
these people to get along can be challenging. Video systems add
a whole new element to theatre as well incorporating imagery
such as video recordings, animations or any other artistic digital
content into a show setting. These elements need to integrate
seamlessly into backdrops as well as with audio playback and
lighting scenes to create polished productions.

via a standard network cable. A Dante-enabled audio desk
simply needs to connect to the audio network and the operator
is instantly able to pick and choose from all of the inputs and
outputs connected to the audio network. Additional devices, such
as a monitor console for a band or a separate recording console,
are easily added by plugging into the network router. Even a
computer with the right software can be told to transmit audio
signals to and from the audio network via its standard network
port, the same you would connect your network router to at home.
Likewise, lighting control can now be digitally networked using
standard computer network infrastructure. Using special network
protocols, digital information can now be sent both ways between a
lighting console and a fixture. These can be used to build a lighting
system that can not only be controlled by a console or computer but
also transmit back real-time information to the operator about the
status of the lights. With the power of the world’s largest network,
the internet, a lighting engineer doesn’t even need to be in the
same room, or even the same city, to see the status of their lighting
rig. Lighting systems can even use network protocols to control
individual pixels on a LED panel. Known as “pixel mapping” this
type of control opens up a world of creative control not previously
available using standard analog control.

Advances in show control in the past decade have done much
to integrate these systems. A lighting control desk can now
be programmed to take an audio signal from the audio desk
and initiate programme commands based on the frequency
modulation of the audio signal. The real world example here
would be the kick drum in a music track triggering light flashes.
By reacting to the sound of the kick, the lighting desk can flash
the lights totally in sync without the lighting operator trying their
best to hit a button on the desk in beat with the music.
Another example is timecode, which is a staple in the television
broadcast world, but is now being seen more and more in theatre
and concerts. Timecode is an electrical signal used to sync audio,
lighting and video cues to a single timeline so that everything
happens at the right time. Audio tracks, video files, and lighting
scenes can be cued to play automatically when the show hits a
certain point in the timeline. In fact, in theatre productions that
involve moving stage mechanics, timecode is used to ensure
that machines on stage move and stop at the right time and
that there are no surprises. Timecode is even used to sync timers
backstage so that artists and stage managers alike know exactly
when something is supposed to happen onstage. Digital networks
take all of this a step further by allowing theatre designers and
engineers to integrate these signals together within a digital
domain, allowing for further control possibilities.

Video rigs are probably the most complex show systems due to
the multifaceted nature of video technology. By combining light,
physics and number-crunching computers, video engineers can
produce visuals far beyond what typical lighting rigs and scene
backdrops can do. Projectors can be “mapped” to project onto
uneven surfaces and shapes. Video files can be edited and
sequenced to create a flow of visuals that can be incorporated
into the background of a scene. The same stage backdrop
could be made to appear as a wall in one scene and a forest in
the next. Projectors can even be used in tandem with actors and
actresses creating “magic” effects such as lightning shooting out
of one’s fingertips, walking through flowing water or even the
illusion of flying.
Video networks are also more complex than their audio and
lighting counterparts. Various computers on a video network
perform different functions such as mapping, blending and
playback. These computers send and receive data to each

Although audio, lighting and video are separate fields in the
world of theatre-tech, digital networks already exist within each
of these realms. For instance Dante, an audio network protocol
developed by Audinate, allows hundreds of channels of audio
to be transmitted from the stage to the audio control console

>>
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“...the digitisation of theatre has created
a new and indispensable member of the
theatre tech crew: the IT engineer.”
<<

display device and can even send trigger commands to audio and lighting
devices. All the computers on the video network are usually controlled by one
main computer or video control device. However, with the exception of remote
control signals, the data transfer between a computer and a display device
requires significantly more bandwidth than audio or lighting and usually needs
to be distributed through special equipment.
All of this technology is currently being used in television broadcast studios,
art installations, concert halls and touring theatrical shows all over the world.
Digital networking can substantially decrease cable infrastructure and
integrate various control and routing devices in audio systems. It can also
enable remote control and remote monitoring in lighting systems. It can even
sync video devices together with audio and lighting to create audiovisual
systems that can trigger audio playback or lighting cues. So what is in store
for us in the future of digital networking?
Audio, lighting and video all utilise the same network infrastructure to
communicate to each of their prospective devices so why do we not have one
“show network”? Well, there are complications. First of all, being traditionally
isolated systems, each data distribution protocol is different. Furthermore,
the IT experience required to manage multiple protocol systems in a show
environment where technical failure is not an option, far surpasses that of
your average system administer. Finally, there is a fundamental desire in each
perspective field to keep the fields separate, which I personally understand. I
love my job as an audio engineer and it could be said that show networks and
integrated systems may someday take my job away. However, I don’t worry
about this too much - the machines are not going to rise and kill us all just yet.
Professional audio, lighting, and video systems are all amazing examples
of technology that continue to innovate and improve over time but the skills
required to operate these systems and use them in ways to create something
that can amaze people are crafts. An audio engineer uses their ears to mix
voices, instruments and recordings together in ways that add dynamic elements
to a show. A lighting engineer uses their eyes to create light programmes that
make us feel the emotions of a scene. A video engineer uses physics to integrate
images into backdrops to make visuals that cannot be made with a paintbrush,
creating in reality what could previously only be imagined. All of these skills are
crafted by humans and are a reminder that talent and creativity are still the
soul of any production. While there will eventually be one giant network that
will connect every device imaginable to a centralised core, managing all data
regardless of whether it is audio, lighting or video, it will still take the right people
to use these tools to create art even when we finally do discover warp speed.
If anything, the digitisation of theatre has created a new and indispensable
member of the theatre tech crew: the IT engineer. Computer geeks now have
their rightful place among audio, lighting and video engineers, and they will be
our first line of defence when the machines rise... •
References:
www.audinate.com
www.lightjams.com

www.etcconnect.com
www.d3technologies.com
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“I love my job
as an audio
engineer and
it could be
said that show
networks and
integrated
systems may
someday take
my job away.
However, I don’t
worry about this
too much - the
machines are
not going to rise
and kill us all
just yet.”

If it’s going to be digital,
it has to be meaningful
and relevant
By Joshua Hatt

It’s 2017 so our classrooms and learning
labs should reflect this. But how? Drama is
a practical class - we don’t spend a lot of
time (if any) at desks. How can we make it a
digital experience? Should we? As teachers,
we’re expected and challenged to bring
our classrooms into the 21st century through
use of electronics and other digital means,

especially as the trend towards a more
technical educational experience gains more
traction in the competitive international school
market. Some disciplines lend themselves
more closely with this growing trend while
others don’t work as well – at first thought. Is
that necessarily true?
>>

“As teachers, we’re expected and
challenged to bring our classrooms into the
21st century through use of electronics and
other digital means.”
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If you’re like me, you might have been challenged
with this growing trend. Sure, electronics, apps
and other toys are fun and a novel way to grab
a person’s attention but how do we use them in
a meaningful way that will impact learning in a
positive way rather than an expensive blip on your
curriculum mapping? I worked at an international
school in Dubai that demanded that the teachers
embrace the 1:1 learning device in the classrooms
that the school promised prospective families.
Yikes. In my drama classrooms, we used cameras
and other recording devices to capture student
work and performances for later reflection but,
outside of this, we really didn’t do much with
technology. With administration breathing down
my neck it was time to really look at what I do
in the classroom and how it could be updated,
digitally, to reflect these demands but to also
impact student learning in a positive way.
I worked with an incredibly talented and
thoughtful teaching partner who created a
Process Journal (MYP Drama) for each of her
grade levels. She put an enormous amount
of work into these journals that were used
to teach content but also to store learning,
reflections and process work of students. The
biggest setback: they were paper. While these
books were incredible teaching and learning
resources, they required many pages of paper to
produce. The students, being middle schoolers,
often lost their work as well (#storyofmylife).
At that same time I also worked with a tech
integration specialist who was passionate about
making learning experiences more digital but
keeping them meaningful and relevant. I went
to him with my concerns about the book and
wondered if there might be a solution and a
way to bring this incredible resource into the
21st century. In one 30-minute meeting I felt
like I was going to burst at the seams with
excitement. He introduced me to Google Slides.
Boom. Complete transformation. I didn’t even
go back to talk to my colleague about the ideas
he gave me. I wanted to surprise her. I stayed
up very late that night to create a prototype of
what I called “Process Journal 2.0”.
Imagine an interactive learning journal. One
shared between student and teacher. A live
document that updated over WiFi. A place
where teacher feedback could be shared by
teacher and commented on by student. Where
photographs could be uploaded. Where
performance and process videos could be
uploaded and annotated. Where a teacher could
give vocal and video feedback. A place where
teacher and student could meet for “office hours”
over a live chat. A document that couldn’t be lost

“In my drama
classrooms, we used
cameras and other
recording devices to
capture student work and
performances for later
reflection but, outside of
this, we really didn’t do
much with technology.
With administration
breathing down my
neck it was time to really
look at what I do in
the classroom and how
it could be updated,
digitally, to reflect these
demands but to also
impact student learning
in a positive way.”
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because it was already on the cloud. No
paper. No losing. The sky is the limit. All
housed for free with a Google account
and a programme called Google Slides
and very similar to PowerPoint. #Bam.
I ran into school the next day and showed
my teaching partner my digital work
and explorations. Her content, Google’s
platform and my newfound passion for
Google. We talked about it, experimented
with it and talked about how we might
want to roll it out to the students. We were
on a trimester system so we decided that
we would have a go with the 3rd trimester
7th and 8th grade students. It worked. The
students loved it! We went in knowing that
this was a trial run and that we would
just need to be patient with each other
and the platform. It took more time than
anticipated to learn the programme but
that was because we were all newbies.
We did our best and kept an open mind.
In the end the students gave feedback
on the process and we made updates
for a full implementation the following
year. Many of the students already had
YouTube channels so were able to upload
their videos. Because of this many were
already able to use this platform with
ease and were able to provide leadership
to those who struggled (#ensemble).
During my second year at the school I
had a chance to get more loud and
proud about this new learning resource.
Offering workshops to interested teachers

“Imagine an
interactive
learning
journal.
One shared
between
student and
teacher.”

“Teachers are constantly
being faced with new
products and must sort out
ways of implementing digital
learning in ways that are not
only cool but are also going
to have lasting impacts
for their students. The best
advice I can give is to roll up
your sleeves and get dirty.
Go ahead and get geeky…”
at my school and beyond. I also shared
this concept of an online process journal
with colleagues at an ISTA workshop and
with Drama Teacher Academy, a new
online professional learning company
run by TheatreFolk. First as a podcast
then as an online course for teachers.
This user-friendly course allowed teachers
to take this idea and make it their own.
At the end of the day what made this
project successful was that it was relevant
and meaningful. Although, at first, it
was necessary it became useful and
easy to manage. What I didn’t realise
at the time was what was actually out
there for teachers. Google Earth allows
classes to take virtual fieldtrips. Google
SketchUp allows students and teachers
to take stage design to another level.
My experience with Google changed my
perspective in many ways. It convinced
me to take risks and to try new things out.
Yes, drama education works without any
bells or whistles but if we are preparing
out students for the possibility of perusing
a life in the performing arts, whether
on stage or behind the scenes, perhaps
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it is our responsibility to spend time
looking into what is out there. It also
demonstrates to our students that we are
willing to be flexible and to change with
the times. If theatre truly mirrors life, then
we should, too.
5 reasons to use an Online Journal in
the drama classroom – blog entry
Joshua Hatt, Theatrefolk Blog
www.theatrefolk.com/blog/5-reasonsto-use-an-online-journal-in-the-dramaclassroom/
Google Drive in the drama classroom
- podcast
Joshua Hatt, The Drama Teacher
Podcast
www.theatrefolk.com/podcast/googledrive-in-the-drama-classroom/
Google Drive in the drama classroom
- course
Joshua Hatt, Drama Teacher Academy
www.theatrefolk.com/dta_courses/
google-drive-in-the-drama-classroom •

Exploring digital theatre
in Terms & Conditions
By Darren Scully and the Shanghai Performing Arts Academy
ensemble: Rui Cunha, Anne Drouet (Founder and Director of
ISTA’s PAA Shanghai) and Jez Gregg
This article is an account of the exploration, devising process
and production of Terms & Conditions by the ISTA Performing
Arts Academy, Shanghai in October-December 2015. This
was a devised piece produced by Rui Cunha, Anne Drouet,
Jez Gregg and Darren Scully. The piece’s origins lay in Joseph
Campbell’s The Hero with a Thousand Faces and the desire
to explore theatre technology especially with the use of digital
mapping. The article makes use of contemporaneous notes,
journals, reconstructed discussions and reflective commentary.
The Academy at Western International School of Shanghai
was in October 2015 quite confident that it had a devising
model which was yielding some strong performance material
based on a solid devising pedagogy and a team that had
worked together closely. The idea of beginning a module of
work on Campbell’s monomyth, the hero’s journey, was very

“...we were keen
to explore the
notion of the
digital world
both in terms of
the technology
itself...”

appealing: we thought it could provide
a useful narrative structure that was
familiar to students who had studied it in
grades 6 and 7 as part of their language
arts programme. But we were also
excited with Rui Cunha’s explorations
in the digital field, especially with Mad
Mapper, an advanced tool for video and
light mapping. The software has been
adapted for various applications such as
architectural video projection as well as
art installations. It provided a powerful
means to provide ideas for stage design
and also to use in live performance.
It’s become commonplace now to see
the
extensive
use of digital
technology from
simple projection
to more immersive
uses in productions
like The Curious
Incident of the
Dog
in
the
Nighttime
and
Pu n c h d r u n k’ s
Sleep No More.
But we were
keen to explore
the notion of the
digital world both
in terms of the
technology itself
and also in terms
of the subject or
content.
The initial sessions
were
literally
exploratory. The
team,
under
the
technical
guidance
of
Rui
Cunha,
constructed
a kind of playground with tunnels,
corridors, scaffolding, an installationtype laboratory with multiple projections
onto multiple surfaces and materials,
smoke machines, audio recordings
and sound effects. Students explored,
played, interacted with and wrote down
their responses to the textures, sounds
and images. We followed up with
writing workshops and improvisations
based on material which emerged
from initial notes. We were very drawn
to images which were surreal like Dali’s
Metamorphosis of Narcissus and other
images by Magritte and Di Chirico.
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One motif that emerged time and time
again in students’ writing were images
of eggs, spheres and gestation. It
seemed, even at the time, that we had
tapped into something quite mythical
and serendipitous: the idea of the literal
journey through this strange landscape
of landscapes was producing poetic or
symbolic responses. As Campbell writes:
“Every myth is psychologically symbolic.
Its narratives and images are to be read,
therefore, not literally, but as metaphors.”
The narrative which began to emerge
involved the idea of an adventure into
a dystopian digital world. Some evil
corporation, SimpliCity, has embedded
the legal and technical phrasing into
the Terms and Conditions of an ordinary
gaming App. Once a user clicks
“Accept” they are digitally owned and
“transported” into a parallel virtual world.
This world is neither meant to be logical
or even symbolic but it is a world through
which the participants have to move to
survive. A catchy song was written:
“Tick the box, don’t ask why
Terms and conditions apply
Stick around, what’s the rush
Plenty more levels in Candy Crush”
To convey the attraction and seductive
appeal of a world of digital pleasure, freed
from the hassled and stress of real life:
“There’s plenty of pleasure
To be found in the treasure
Enjoy full time leisure
Come find your digital high”
To accept the challenge involves the call
to adventure and as Campbell says:
“We must be willing to let go of the life
we planned so as to have the life that is
waiting for us”.
Very quickly we were aware that the
students were drawn to the world of
gaming on stage: trapped in mazes,
locked inside chessboards, faced with
physically arduous challenges. All echoes
of familiar digital landscapes. The plot
lines were to follow Campbell’s circular
Hero’s journey: once inside the digital
world, our heroes would have to solve
riddles, overcome challenges, return to
free the world from the digital nightmare:
“The usual hero adventure begins with
someone from whom something has
>>

<<

What’s important to realise is that projected light is directional,
therefore mappings can be created only where light reaches the
physical object, the other sides remain in shadow. This requires
trial and error and experimenting with audience and projector
positions. If you have multiple projectors the software can handle
this. We were even able to project onto large gym balls to an
extraordinary precision, all from a single projector.

been taken, or who feels there is something lacking in the
normal experience available or permitted to the members of
society. The person then takes off on a series of adventures
beyond the ordinary, either to recover what has been lost or to
discover some life-giving elixir. It’s usually a cycle, a coming and
a returning.” (Campbell)

The piece we were developing was not reduced to a technical
bells and whistles show. At all stages the show was being devised
with a synchronous and symbiotic relationship between digital
technology and just old fashioned design, where meaning and
significance and impact and intention were guiding principles
and dynamic in response to the digital discoveries.

This is where the real theatrical challenge came in. To give the
actors and audience a real immersive “digital” experience we used
Styrofoam and plastic banner material 15m x 9m to create a
floor. After three hours of double sided sticky-tape, masking tape
and sore backs and knees we had our surface to project onto. We
costumed the actors in white so they too could become part of
the landscape when required. The landscapes were drawn from
familiar movies like Tron, less familiar but equally interesting Antony
Gormley
sculptures/
installations, vertiginous
royalty free stock images
and Vimeo creative
commons clips from
contributors
(“Beeple”)
and our own videos.
We used MadMapper
and Modul8 (www.
garagecube.com), Mac
iOS-based
software
Project
which
can
project on any shape
with unlimited layers.
Actually the software is
so impressive it can map
anything: from simple
flat surfaces to complex,
curved or irregular shapes.

Softer more thoughtful moments were devised to reflect on
the relationship between this mythic world and our own.
Bryony Lavery’s More
Light has a beautiful
poetic moment where
the protagonist conjures
up the vision of an egg
hatching from an egg on
a cliff face and learning
to fly. This seemed like
another lyrical moment
of gestation, a kind of
central metaphor for
imaginative
creation.
Actors worked with
other short texts and
quotations. And then
these
found
their
way into the fabric of
the piece. Reflective
fragments
intersected
with Jez’s brilliant physical
theatre: Ted Hughes’
poetry found its way
in as did the following
nostalgic, but ultimately
magnificent, section of
a letter written after a
fishing trip: “The only
calibration that counts”, he wrote “is how much heart people
invest, how much they ignore their fears of being hurt or caught
out or humiliated. And the only thing people regret is that
they didn’t live boldly enough, that they didn’t invest enough
heart, didn’t love enough. Nothing else really counts at all.” The
music, throughout, reflected the epic adventure and lyricallypunctuated pauses and shifts in pace.

“But the thought
remains that in
using digital
technology to
express the dangers
of being too reliant
on the technology
is a kind of
contradiction and
tension.”

The process combines
warping with alpha
masks to adapt to any
shape, using any image
editing application such
as Photoshop or Adobe
Illustrator
and
can
be applied in realtime. With the white plastic floor and five
suspended screens (3m x 1.5m) and a decent projector we were
able to project immersive landscapes to reflect the landscapes
of the virtual world. We were able to shift the perspective,
to suggest the actors were climbing up the sides of cliffs, for
example, or being sucked into a whirlpool. Jez Gregg’s brilliant
physical movement work and dance transported the actors and
audience through a twisting and exhilarating journey.

Travelling through a virtual world with its dizzying, swirling
shifting boundaries became a quest that took on more
significance about the real world than was originally intended.
Once again, the idea that we were tapping into something
more profound reached the surface of the piece and bobbed
below, crashing through digital waves and emerging, gasping
for breath: the actors, physically tired and drained from the
fighting, running, leaping and dancing were, nevertheless,
enchanted and thoroughly in the moment, captivated by the

Although this might sound very challenging or requiring theatre
resources that schools might just not have, this is definitely not
the case. There is really no need to be technical or understand
geometry mapping. In fact all you do is plug in a projector,
create surfaces, assign media files and go. The software allows
you to feed videos, images or live content to any surfaces. With
a few hours of tutorials and play you can develop the skills to
create sub-regions that create stunning synchronised experiences.
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“Travelling through a virtual
world with its dizzying, swirling
shifting boundaries became a quest
that took on more significance
about the real world than was
originally intended.”
energy. We talked with our students about
adventure and quest, using Campbell’s
ideas to talk about the significance of the
work: “What is it we are questing for? It
is the fulfilment of that which is potential
in each of us. Questing for it is not an
ego trip; it is an adventure to bring into
fulfilment your gift to the world, which
is yourself. There is nothing you can
do that’s more important than being
fulfilled. You become a sign, you become
a signal, transparent to transcendence;
in this way you will find, live, become a
realisation of your own personal myth.”
The final piece ended with a theatrical
rendition of the children’s book We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, the heroes now
returned from the virtual world via some terrible jokes and riddles solved (all
involving eggs) and, I suppose, concluded that real-life experiences rather
than the word of computer games and avatars were more rewarding and the
pieces offered a salutary reminder of the existential dangers of getting lost in
an artificial world.
But the thought remains that in using digital technology to express the
dangers of being too reliant on the technology is a kind of contradiction and
tension. I think maybe Campbell needs to be invoked again about what he
sees about the meaning-making that goes on in the arts: “People say that
what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re
really seeking. I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive,
so that our life experiences on the purely physical plane will have resonances
with our own innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel the rapture
of being alive.”
My interest is in providing opportunities to tell our stories in compelling and
original ways. This necessarily means promoting confidence and empowering
students to look for ways to explore their narratives. This means sharing and
exploring new ways, alternative ways, of expressing ourselves. And in this way
we keep the myths alive.
Bibliography
Ted Hughes: The Unauthorised Life, Jonathan Bate, William Collins (2016)
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, Michael Rosen and Helen Oxbury, Alladin Paperbacks
(2003)
More Light, Bryony Lavery, Faber & Faber Plays (2000)
The Hero with a Thousand Faces (The Collected Works of Joseph Campbell) New
World Library (2008) •
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“It’s become
commonplace
now to see
the extensive
use of digital
technology
from simple
projection
to more
immersive
uses....”

By Christoffer Høyer

My digital music world

I grew up listening to music played by real musicians who were put in
front of microphones, playing real instruments in a real physical room.
Today, most recording budgets are simply not big enough for this sort
of extravaganza. Instead, records are made in project studios like my
own. And moreover, a lot of the time, you don’t even have to be able
to play a real instrument. This is really helpful if you are not a musician
who has been practicing your craft for ages.
An obvious trap for me, I guess, would be to turn into a grumpy old
man who would sit in a corner and make bitter remarks like: “Today,
no one can really play instruments anymore…” etc. Especially if you, like
me, have spent years and years – practically my entire childhood and
youth! - practicing on my instrument(s). But I don’t do that at all. In fact,
I embrace and welcome the digital world. For one thing, were it not
for digital technology, there is no way that I would be able to run my
own studio on the sophisticated level I do today. I compose, produce,
arrange, record, engineer, mix and master music, film scores and songs
I create most of the time singlehandedly. I can send music and songs
straight out of my studio to a Hollywood film, an album by an artist,
a worldwide TV show, a film or a theatre/dance performance. When
I score music to films I simply drag and drop the movie into my digital
workstation (DAW) and record the music directly to the movie I see on
my screen. That is fantastic.
The first serious recording I made was in 1998. It was with my band
Envelope. We had booked four days in a studio. Along with the studio
booking we also had to pay an engineer to manage the huge console,
set up microphones, connect what seemed like hundreds of cables
and turn a thousand knobs. The music was recorded onto a big tape
machine and a huge collection of microphones was required since most
of the recordings were live takes of the whole band playing together.
So in order to mike it all up at the same time the studio had to supply
at least 10-15 top-notch microphones. Moreover, you had to get all
takes just right. There was no pitch correcting plug-ins to help you out
when recording the vocals or time stretching features to move a beat
into the right place in the groove. You really just had to sing in tune
and perform. You had to be really prepared, well rehearsed and well…
I guess, talented in order for it to turn out great. Once the music was
mixed on the console it was played down to a DAD or a reel tape
and you held the master recording in your hands. It was not possible to
recall the mix or to change anything.
>>

“Technology offers a
fantastic variety of means
to channel your music,
stories, emotions, ideas
and spirit into the world.”
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“...if your stories are boring, your emotions not
intense and the recording sessions are lacking
in spirit then even all the amazing wonders of
current technology will not be able to cover
up for the fact that your product sucks.”
modulate the sound with plug-ins. The first time I did this was
one time when I got a demo from a singer/songwriter. She had
used her phone to record a vocal on top of a track that I had
already started producing. She played the basic backing track
out of her stereo while singing into her phone. So you could hear
the track and her vocal on the phone recording. I recorded her
recording into my DAW in order to use it as a reference because,
as primitive as it was, it captured a bit of magic somehow. For
some reason I modulated her phone demo a bit with some
compressors and effects, and I discovered that it was blending
into the “real” session quite smoothly. It totally synchronised to
the music in my session. Parts of my basic rhythm track got
through from her phone recording in a really cool way that kind
of drew you into the song. I use this “trick” on other sessions.
Sometimes it sounds cool, sometimes it doesn’t do anything.

<<

I remember taking the bus home with that precious master tape
at seven o’clock in the morning after having spent the whole night
finishing the mixes. Actually, that part was pretty great. It was such
an intense experience to record your songs back then. If, God
forbid, you wanted to add an extra instrument or e.g. record a new
vocal at a different studio it was a potential nightmare to synch
up the different tape machines to match each other. I have spent
endless hours at studios with problems like that.
Today, you can just send a whole session via e.g. Dropbox and
it can be loaded into another studio’s system in no time and
you can add as much as you like right away. That is REALLY
smart. So many technological challenges have become almost
non-existent today.

The digital revolution:
a romance of new
artistic dimensions
By Timothy Howe
Digital revolution! The ever-evolving
technological landscape is providing theatremakers and artists with artistic pathways
that we never even thought possible. The
digital revolution has given users new and
invaluable tools to tell stories. Technological
advancement has now allowed computer
science to be an art form in its own right.

Like the gold rush, innovators are digging
for the next big idea to change the way we
connect. Professionals and amateurs alike are
developing apps at lightning speed, each
considering the “relatability” of their product
and its ability to reflect, refine and support
the human experience in a unique way.
>>

Another great thing is to make samples of interesting, funky,
funny sounds. I have a vinyl record player and sometimes I find
a sound, a snare beat, a scream etc and I record it into my
DAW and use the sound in a production. I use Logic Pro as
my DAW and it is really easy to take a snare beat from some
other recording and use that as the snare beat in my own new
song. Also, I have recorded ambient sounds out and about: at
my son’s school, while driving in the rain, sailing, even at other
people’s concerts where I have taken out little sound snippets
and modulated them so that they were unrecognisable.

Then you may ask the question: “Has it become easier to write
great music? Have the songs gotten any better?”. I am afraid
the answer to that is: “No”. Why? Well, the lesson must be that,
essentially, the magic of music – and probably all art – is really not
hidden within the technology. Technology offers a fantastic variety
of means to channel your music, stories, emotions, ideas and spirit
into the world. And it also does change the output of what is
being produced because new things become technologically
possible. But, essentially, if your stories are boring, your emotions
not intense and the recording sessions are lacking in spirit then
even all the amazing wonders of current technology will not be
able to cover up for the fact that your product sucks.

An effect I also use sometimes is “reverse”. If you record on a
tape machine, making a reverse sound is quite an ordeal. I like
the effect of having a piano note rise up towards a beat and
thus create an exciting, sweeping sound. That trick can e.g. be
heard on Queen’s Another One Bites the Dust.

So what I do is I embrace and thank the digital world ever so
much while, constantly, reminding myself that it is still up to my
imagination, emotions and musical craftsmanship - and sheer
luck - to create something magical: something for other people
to relate to as human beings. Basically I think that what artists
should strive for is to tell other people that: “You are not alone”,
“I have also felt afraid, anxious, useless, unloved… or happy,
sexy, hopeful, euphoric, in love…”. If you can get some of those
universal feelings across in a genuine, authentic, warm, inclusive
and seductive way you are usually on to something good.

Before, in order to do that on a two-inch tape machine, you
had to take the two-inch tape off the tape machine and put it
back with the backside up. Then you would hear the music track
playing backwards and you would record your reverse piano note
on top of that. You had to start the note at the beat – the place
- where you wanted the sweeping phrase to end and then let the
piano note ring out. Then you would take the tape off again and
put it back correctly on the tape machine and, hopefully, you
had hit the right spot where you wanted it to end. It’s hard even
to explain… Today there is a feature in your DAW that simply
says: reverse. When you hit that button it just reverses the audio
recording taking around three seconds. Before it would take
about 20 minutes if you got it right the first time. •

If I were to talk about some “digital tricks” I sometimes use I
guess I could mention a few. Sometimes I like to record parts
of the production – maybe a backing vocal, a snare drum or
something – out of my studio speakers and onto my iPhone.
Then from my iPhone I record it back into the session and
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“With the rise of social media it is
commonplace for us to be inundated with
both the mundane and extraordinary
elements of life.”
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“We now live in a society where users
are increasingly aware of their own
cyber image.”
<<
With an internet connection and a
device, a user can instantly transform
into consumer, political voice, story-teller
or viewer. Reading literature/print news,
watching film/TV and viewing fine and
performing arts are now equally common
to viewing status updates, posting
prank videos or tweeting tantrums. Our
digitally-globalising world is providing
exponential outlets for people from every
walk of life to find their own community.
These technologies provide opportunities
to view and explore every corner of the
incredibly diverse human experience.
The human desire for connection has
fuelled the growth of a socially cyberconnected community. With the rise
of social media it is commonplace
for us to be inundated with both the
mundane and extraordinary elements
of life. We now live in a society where
users are increasingly aware of their own
cyber image. The understanding and
awareness of one’s image is a compelling
equivalent to an artist’s consideration
of an audience’s reception of their
latest work. This self-awareness is an
awesome advantage and opportunity
for us as theatre-makers. Theatre-makers
continuously consider and re-examine the
audience’s experience of their message.
Theatre-makers reflectively consider how
their artistic vision supports the concept
and message of the performance whilst
considering: “What will the audience
really see and feel?”. The digital age
has now trained and versed its users in
many of the competencies that theatreartists must possess as they develop
and share their own works. How will the
audience feel? Does the performance
challenge socio-political norms? Will
the performance offend? In theory, the
average internet user should gauge and
consider the “relatability” of what they
share online.

of technology the range and affordability
of tools and devices that can support
theatre-makers has also grown. The
digital video projector of today has
evolved from its heavy, large and
expensive ancestor of the early 1990s.
Thanks to the advancements of digital
image quality, projection is increasingly
demonstrating its potential as a tool
to transform spaces and transport
audiences. Projection mapping has
provided a whole new frontier for
technical theatre artists and theatremakers to explore.
Projection mapping is a technology which
uses the multiple surfaces of objects as
projection points. When projecting an
image or animation the programmer
can virtually transform two and three
dimensional objects with either static or
animated images. During the design
process artists can consider how to add
extra dimensions, optical illusions and
notions of movement onto previously static
objects. With an artistic design in hand,
the programmer is able to understand the
role and intended effect of the projection
within the performance. The programmer
uses the mapping software to spatially
map the placement of images on the
objects both virtually and physically. Most
extraordinarily the software enables the

programmer to manipulate the images or
animation to fit an object’s actual position
in the space.
This potential for new artistic exploration
inspired an ensemble at the International
School of Kuala Lumpur to attempt to
devise and stage a work solely using a
projector as a light source. Having had
zero experience with projection mapping
before, the ensemble knew that before
devising we needed to carefully consider
the limitations of projection as well as
quickly understand the key principles of
projection mapping in order to build the
world of the play in coordination with what
could be achieved. The first condition
established was using solely one projector.
This allowed us to clearly establish that
the illuminated acting space was limited
to the largest throw distance and screen
size of the projector itself.
The starting point for the performance
concept was Edwin A. Abbott’s satirical
novella Flatland: A Romance of
Many Dimensions. The fictional twodimensional world of Flatland and its
social commentary on the hierarchy
of Victorian culture served as an
appropriate thematic construct for us to
build and devise an original work. Here
are two perspectives on the project.

“With an internet connection
and a device, a user can
instantly transform into
consumer, political voice,
story-teller or viewer.”

With the increasingly fast advancement
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A programmer’s perspective
By le Huan Chong
Within animation and video editing, a
basic set of skills and fundamentals can be
applied across many different softwares:
Timeline
Manipulation,
Opacity,
Layering and Frame Manipulation to
name but a few. The softwares I used
ranged from basic to advanced and
each served a different purpose in the
process of materialising the vision. I used
Sony Vegas Pro for stacking layers and
creating timings for each scene as well as
for basic animation. For more complex
animations I used Adobe After Effects
which allowed me to incorporate particles
effects, complex 3D camera views and
edit premade templates created by
other users. Although I had some prior
experience with these softwares before
working on the animations, I learned
the vast majority of the techniques whilst
working. There are a great range of
sources not only for templates but also
tutorials, introductory guides and existing
animations to draw influence from. These
guides are often found in the form of
forum posts, YouTube videos, articles etc. It
is as simple as searching for a description
of your vision online with the software you
are using e.g. “glitch effect after effects”.
The process of creating, experimenting
and applying the projections to stage felt
familiar yet infinitely new and strange.
Through the use of these programmes and
techniques the potential for its application
in theatre is truly limitless. The main
challenge was having to imagine, align
and integrate the 2D animations into the
3D space. This required having spatial
awareness and an actor’s perspective
to fine-tune the scale and adjust to the
flat projection warping on stage. The
process also involved immense trial and
error, gently adjusting variables and

perspectives to find the most balanced,
viewable and purposeful positions.
Through the software QLab we were able
to layer gifs, pngs and videos to create an
expansive environment that had many
dynamic animations and static, structural
backgrounds. QLab also allows one to
project upon individually marked spaces,
creating a dynamic image that can pop
out of the flat ambient background, it
also allows animations to be synchronised
to the music. The use of this software
was the cornerstone of our visual/audio
management as it allowed cues to be
coordinated and played at the push of a
button. This aligned all projections, music
and lighting with the acting on stage
creating a true, inseparable harmony
between tech and actor.
An actor’s perspective
By Tatiana Chew
Before we began our devising journey,
the ensemble was given the parameters
of devising a silent physical theatre piece
with projection and sound as supporting
artistic devices. It was an excitingly unique
challenge to devise a work with these
limitations. Therefore, as we explored
possible narrative structures we had to
consider them through the lens of both
the technology and the performer. Every
artistic decision required us to consider the
harmony between the actor, the space,
side-lighting, projection and sound. In
order for us to devise we created rules of
play. By clearly marking the stage area,
actors were able to see the limitations of
the projection area. With the absence of
traditional lighting, side lighting gave us
clear pathways and pools where we could
ensure that the audience saw main points of
action without washing out the projection.
Devising a performance where images
and sound moved the narrative required

“...our devising process was
similar to a chef mixing and
adjusting ingredients, ours
being: physicality, imagery
and soundscape.”
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“The main
challenge
was having
to imagine,
align and
integrate
the 2D
animations
into the 3D
space.”
us to simultaneously devise action in
accordance with a visual story-board.
Consequently, as we explored our
narrative and staging, any adjustment to
our story immediately dictated a change
to our visual story board. The programmers
were then tasked with sourcing rights-free
and affordable images and animation to
test with the ensemble to see if the desired
effect was established.
In addition to the visual story-board it
became increasingly apparent that the
musical choices for each scene needed
to correspond to the action, image and
dramatic structure. Without the appropriate
musical choices both the image and
the action would not be harmonious.
Consequently, our devising process was
similar to a chef mixing and adjusting
ingredients, ours being: physicality, imagery
and soundscape.
As actors, we worked to build our characters
and physicality in harmony and contrast
with both the imagery and soundscape.
This allowed us to explore our own status
within the story and how we each uniquely
interacted with the space, image and
each other. As the weeks passed devising
and brainstorming within these limitations
became all the more easier and inspiring. •

Work smarter
not harder
“I love
everything to
do with the
newest gadgets,
online learning
communities
and digital
tools to use in
education.”
By Keriann O’Rourke

I began a sceptic. I did not see the value in the
continuously changing educational technology
I am a self-professed “drama tech nerd”. I love in relation to my own drama lessons. I thought
everything to do with the newest gadgets, the technology that students were bringing in
online learning communities and digital tools their backpacks and pockets to my classroom
to use in education. I am constantly learning were more of a hindrance than a tool. I have
and experimenting with different ways of doing worked in schools with access to many great
everyday tasks in a more effective and efficient tech resources but the drama department was
way. I have developed my own websites, apps, underdeveloped when it came to operating
twice presented at an EdTech conference and with the same quality of learning experiences,
this year have jumped into the role at ISTA as tools and skills as other teachers. I became
the Digital and Social Media Coordinator. But aware that other’s teaching practices were
I wasn’t always so plugged in.
evolving and my own classroom was doing
things in an “old school” way.
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So I made a conscious decision to make my teaching more innovative. I
registered myself to attend a Google for Education summit and I haven’t
looked back since. I was introduced to a world of education that was
very different to my theatre world. It was new, engaging, exciting and
at times overwhelming. Educators were “geeking out” about these new
educational tools, openly sharing ideas, problems and collaborating
together to find solutions with a buzz of energy like no other. I collaborated
with classroom teachers, maths specialists, geography teachers, literacy
coaches, digital coaches, administrators and more. However, who I
didn’t meet were other drama teachers. I have actually never attended
an EdTech workshop that was intended for drama specialists. Regardless,
I decided to make it work. I went into every workshop with an open mind
looking for ways to creatively adapt EdTech tools that were designed
for others and seemed so different to my own classroom needs. I made
connections with the larger learning outcomes I was trying to achieve and
began to develop more innovative ideas and practices to take with me.
Since that summit I have experimented with EdTech in a theatre
classroom with both success and failure; neither of which are really that
scary or great a risk. I have found that the worst thing that could happen
was that whatever I tried simply didn’t work out as I had hoped. But
it didn’t stop me from trying again. I looked for answers online, asked
questions of other teachers and joined Personal Learning Networks
(PLNs) that helped me navigate these new tools. Solutions are out
there, they sometimes just take a bit of effort to find the perfect one for
our unique drama classroom needs. Theatre in itself is not a stagnant art
form and neither is the world around us. And our educational practices
should evolve right along with it. So why not try a few yourself?
Keriann’s EdTech in the drama classroom favourites
*Please note: You may be asked to sign up to view some of the listed
links.
Doc Appender
What it is: Google forms add-on (available in the Chrome web store)
What it does:
•	Creates personalised quick and easy feedback questionnaires to
create instant feedback from your own personal comment bank
using the assessment criteria from rubrics and/or other descriptors
of your choosing as well as individualised comments.
•	A table with the written text embeds itself directly into the student’s
Google doc as soon as the form is submitted.
Ways to use it:
•	Teacher progressive and final assessment feedback and grading.
•	Fast report card comment writing.
•	Share the Google form to the students to use as a peer editing task.
•	
Allows teachers to see the student’s critical thinking skills and
reflection while also holding them accountable for their role in the
development of their peer’s work.
Similar tools: Doctopus and Goobric
Keriann’s how to video: gg.gg/docappender

“I began a
sceptic. I did
not see the
value in the
continuously
changing
educational
technology
in relation to
my own drama
lessons. I
thought the
technology
that students
were bringing in
their backpacks
and pockets to
my classroom
were more of a
hindrance than
a tool.”
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“Solutions are out there, they
sometimes just take a bit of effort to
find the perfect one...”
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innovative teaching ideas that allows you to ask questions to
large communities of educators eager to help.
Similar tools: Flipgrid and Padlet
Suggested EdTech communities to get you started:
Connected learning, EdTech Team Global Community,
Educational Technology, and more!
Keriann’s example G+ community: gg.gg/G-community
Keriann’s example G+ collection: gg.gg/G-collection

Screencastify www.screencastify.com
What it is: Google Chrome extension (available in the Chrome
web store)
What it does:
•	Screencasting is a video recording with narration of what
is happening on a computer screen or other device. Those
handy “how to” videos you find online are screencasts.
•	In the drama classroom use Screencastify to provide quick
feedback to students’ performative work.
•	Students submit videos of their performance work in progress
or as a final piece.
•	Watch the video on your device while using Screencastify at
the same time to record teacher comments. Share the newly
narrated performance back with the students.
Ways to use it:
•	Students can view their performance from the audience
point of view.
•	Very useful in showing students your thoughts as you watch
their work and can also show students exactly where in their
performance work you are making your comments and
suggestions.
•	Students can create a screencast to explain their thinking
and process of creation.
•	Students can also provide feedback on each other’s work
that can be reviewed and re-watched.
•	Students who struggle with writing can add specific detail
through speech and are not hindered by a written task.
•	Bonus! It downloads automatically into Google Drive and
can also upload directly into your YouTube channel.
Similar tools: Screencast-o-matic, Explain everything, Google
hangouts
Keriann’s how to video: gg.gg/screencastify
Keriann’s screencast example: gg.gg/screencastexample

Edpuzzle www.edpuzzle.com
What it is: A website that allows teachers to crop videos,
embed questions, quizzes, voice recordings into a video and
track student responses.
What it does:
•	
Engages students and holds them accountable when
watching a video.
•	Allows teachers to see who has watched the video, their
answers to questions to monitor levels of understanding and
the number of times they watched the video. Gives teacher
insight into student’s understanding of material.
•	You can choose to allow students to skip questions or be
required to answer them all in order to watch the full video.
Ways to use it:
•	Perfect for use as a flipped learning model. Students come
to class with an understanding of the material even before
the lesson begins allowing for less time spent front loading
material for students and more practical work during
classroom time.
Similar tools: Zaption, Playposit
Keriann’s War Horse puppetry example: gg.gg/
Dramaedpuzzle
Videonot.es www.videonot.es
What it is: Google Chrome app (available in the Chrome web
store)
What it does:
•	Allows students to create their own synchronised notes in
time with the video that students are watching in a split
screen format. As they type, their notes are timestamped at
the exact timing of the video and can be rewatched.
• Video must be already online (YouTube/Vimeo) to sync.
•	Notes are automatically saved in Google Drive making it
easy for students to access their notes.
•	Forces students to slow down, look for examples in the video
and comment on specific elements.
Ways to use it:
•	Teachers can use it to annotate student work providing
written feedback.
•	Students can use it to make detailed notes on recorded
material, ask specific questions, provide written feedback
to others or create a synchronised written reflection of their
own work. •
Similar tools: None
Keriann’s how to video: gg.gg/videonot-es •

G+ communities and collections
What it is: Google online community creator
What it does:
•	Communities are groups where people can join and share
links, messages, polls and posts. Can be closed or open
groups allowing teachers to monitor the membership.
•	Collections are a way to group ideas and resources by
topic. Great for sharing with others within the G+ community
to be able to quickly access online resources.
•	Quick and easy visual posts with the feel of social media
which allow students to comment on each other’s posts in a
simplistic form.
•	Easy to access and post information from a variety of
devices. Allows for lots of communication and quick
responses.
Ways to use it:
•	A great tool for starting a unit of work, introducing and
sharing resources and brainstorming ideas.
•	Bonus! G+ has many EdTech communities that provide new

“Theatre in itself is not a
stagnant art form and neither
is the world around us. And our
educational practices should
evolve right along with it.”

“I was introduced to a world of
education that was very different...”
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Tweet.
Poke.
Send.
Forward
By Ash Huxtable
Trying to analyse and pull apart the many processes that combine when you
create a production and explain these with any coherence is, I’m finding, almost
impossible. Hopefully I will be able to offer an insight into how I (“we” - there’s
always a “we”) draw inspiration, shape and implement some of the more technical
elements of productions.
Important note #1. It should be said that all of the work discussed has been
created without the skills of a theatre manager, technician or production class.
Everything here has been explored, created and implemented using a small team
of interested students in their own time. I love that.
Important note #2. As a department we tend to choose productions that will
challenge and develop our students. Techniques and conventions that they can
apply in their own projects. I think this means our material is relevant and exciting,
and that students can draw direct inspiration from first-hand experience.
We live in a world increasingly surrounded by technology. Whether it’s necessary
or not it is part of our lives: helping and hindering, attracting and distracting.
Representing the ubiquity of this technology on stage is a challenge and also
unavoidable if the story’s central conflict revolves around it. This was exactly the
situation we were presented with when we decided to stage Evan Placey’s play
Girls Like That.
Placey’s work is a fascinating account of one girl’s trauma when her naked photo
is circulated around her school via social media.
Will the other girls, who Scarlett has known since she was in reception class, throw a
protective ring around her? Not likely. They are too busy bitching about her body,
comparing the size of their own breasts against hers… When a naked picture of the
boy everyone fancies also starts circulating, the reactions… are very different. Because
a boy who sleeps around is a stud, and girls like Scarlett are sluts. They’re not girls like
us. Lyn Gardner - The Guardian, 2014.
It’s a very challenging piece of theatre and not only in content. The script itself
is also mostly written without character delineation. Thanks to the Scene issue
on Provocative Theatre (January 2016) we were able to approach this text in a
carefully considered manner with full parental and school administration support.
>>
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•	An eerie ensemble group entrance using iPads as masks,
faces became all eyes staring out at the audience.

The essence of the play necessitates representation of the
pervasiveness of personal devices among teenagers. So one
of the first discussions we had as a production team was how
this could be portrayed to best effect. How can we share small
handheld screens and the conversations they contain with an
audience? Where would the phones come from? We certainly
couldn’t afford to buy them and personal phones lacked the
control needed. We could have gone down a completely
symbolic route relying on physicality and gestures but felt
strongly that the actual devices needed to be present: a physical
reminder protruding from a back pocket, hand held, present for
that casual distraction. The second question was how we could
use the devices in a manner that went beyond the necessities
of the plot to open up further storytelling possibilities, adding a
sense of depth and complexity.

Having larger screens than phones, the iPads could be clearly
seen by the audience and this opened up all sorts of possibilities.
An idea to incorporate live projection using Apple TV was
abandoned as the wireless connection proved to be too unstable.
Seeing the successful use of these devices gave our team the
confidence to make artistic decisions that would rely on iPads
in our own production. A lot of experimentation generated an
amazing amount of ideas from which we selected the best and
most effective. Each cast member had a dedicated iPad loaded
with specific content for their parts in the story which included:
•	A powerful opening scene presented in an ultra-violet light
tableau. Instead of speaking the offensive insults (slut, hobag, prossie, slag) the iPads were used as glowing word
scrollable placards.
•	A reminisce about events in the girls’ childhoods presented
through “Instagram” images using a six iPad mosaic. The
performers were able to scroll through a range of images
which made up their part of the mosaic, together creating
a large and easily viewable photograph. This mosaic also
transformed into the class’ bespectacled, heavily made-up
history teacher ”droning on”, GIF eyes blinking.
•	Being able to present the naked photograph to the
audience through another mosaic of ten plus screens that
focused only on specific body parts. The performers were
able to stare transfixed at their own screen before turning it
towards the audience and creating a much larger image.
•	Two large homemade rear projection screens in the shape
of text boes, hung stage left and right. These were used
to display texts, tweets and images (all premade movies)
as well as stream live feeds from strategically placed video
cameras and transform into digital placards detailing
locations and commentary on the action.
•	Characters reacting in the moment to the story’s events by
holding up iPad size emojis and likes, and then be able to
“send” them with a flick of their hand.
•	A dimly lit vigil using bright animated GIF candles providing
just the right glow.

Television and film, along with live theatre, can often provide
inspiration. I remember watching the BBC series Sherlock using
clever visuals to represent the workings of the lead character’s
mind as well as crisply integrated text messaging showing strings
of important conversation and thinking: how do we do that live?
Is it possible? Projections? Video projection in performance has
long been a source of personal interest. I think it was at a 2007
London TaPS when I saw Complicite’s A Disappearing Number
at the Barbican where moving projections were layered over
the performers themselves. It was this show that demonstrated
to me the power of projections and their ability to elevate a
performance. I was fascinated with their dynamic nature and
was determined to discover ways in which I could effectively
use projection in a similar way without expensive equipment.
And War Horse… what a wonderful example of simplicity in
projection, a torn page running the length of the National
Theatre’s Olivier stage reflecting both the journalistic narrative
and the historical context as the live story unfolded beneath it.
Another break-through came along with the help of ISTA.
Not long into our rehearsal process we were scheduled to
host an ISTA middle school festival. I thought this the perfect
opportunity to experiment with ways of integrating technology in
performance work. As a modern city Singapore has embraced
all sorts of technological change and innovation. We named
our festival Digital Footprints and its aim was to bring digital
technology and the urban landscape together in performance.
City life, culture, history and tech working in partnership to tell
interesting stories and to explore the city’s rich landscape. An
exciting element of this festival was providing each participant
with an iPad to be used during the event. This was made
possible through our school’s 1:1 device programme. The iPads
are owned by the school and I was able to borrow enough
on a short term scheme. I was hoping that the ISTA artists
would experiment with ways that these could be integrated in
performance work - ways that I would never think of. Fingers
crossed. They didn’t let me down. The creative outcomes were
amazing and included visually spectacular work such as:
•	The recreation of the Singapore River’s flow and movement
as the full group held aloft 70+ iPad screens, swaying,
bobbing and shifting their bodies: a river of sparkling light.
•	A manic, twisted antagonist king’s face as a digital mask,
created using four iPads and crazy GIF eyes, mouth and crown.

It might sound complex - and in some ways it was - but the
students were used to handling their phones every day and
had no issues with the iPads. The use of technology found stark
contrast with very simple staging. A number of small black boxes
were used to create all the different locations needed by play:
from seats in school, to lockers, to McDonalds, to swimming
pool changing rooms. This idea was directly inspired by A
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time. Handy hingedlids provided the performers with personal lockers for storing
their iPads, props and costume needs right on stage, removing
the need to exit and speeding up transitions. The boxes with
easy to slide, maneuvre, carry and stack.
Girls Like That was a piece of theatre that really did push students
and staff in new and challenging directions. But that’s the point,
isn’t it? It is only through taking risks, stretching ourselves and our
experiences - and failing too - that we can grow and gain new
skills, learn and communicate with more effect. What’s the point in
re-creating the same show year after year using a different script? •
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“The use of technology found stark
contrast with very simple staging. ”
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Meeting
Muuti

“I’ve always enjoyed messing with technology
in theatre. I think a lot of teachers out there
in the IB world do too. ISTA itself has always
championed experimentation...”

By Ian Johnston
I’ve always enjoyed messing with technology in theatre. I think
a lot of teachers out there in the IB world do too. ISTA itself has
always championed experimentation, whether it be pushing the
boundaries of how we approach festivals or searching for new
avenues to explore in content, format, location and structure. I
have been party to many late night conversations with workshop
leaders, artists and teachers, and discovered glorious new tech
through interacting with students. As a theatre-maker part of my
remit is to keep theatre vital and in the words of Shatner “to boldly
go” so I jumped at a chance I was given last year to take part in
the Boomtown Festival (www.boomtownfair.co.uk/#explore).
Boomtown has come a long way in a short time. A few years
past a group of folk from Bristol or thereabouts got together
to create the kind of festival they’d like to go to. The result
nine years on is a massive festival that now caters to 60,000
people and one that has perhaps the largest immersive theatre
element of any such undertaking. Boomtown, in addition to
thirty six stages featuring almost every genre of music you could
hope for, employs over one thousand actors to bring the story of
Boomtown to life. Since its inception Boomtown has built all the
normal shenanigans of a music festival around a narrative that
grows every year. The story is curated by a group of artists and
every successive Boomtown moves the story on a little more.
The whole of the festival is sub-divided into factional areas. In
these zones great sets tower over the landscape representing
the ideals of that faction. Within these communities actors play
immersive roles for the three days of the festival. One of the
nicest things about this kind of theatre is that you really do get to
choose where you play. A select group of members of the public
hungrily hunt down these experiences that are to be found in
dark alleyways and pop-up happenings across the site.
There are those that simply come for the music and stumble
over these pockets of theatre by accident and others who never
even know that they are there to be experienced. Were you to
go to Boomtown you would find yourself tasked with choosing
a tribe with which to align. You might decide to opt for Mayfair
where the well-heeled hang out or the down and dirty vibrant
streets of Barrio Loco. Perhaps you might fancy the bright techno
lights of Chinatown or the gunfighter chic of the Wild West, the
sedate folky community on the hill of Fiddler’s Green or the pirate
themed Old Town. Should you feel rebellious, you could align
yourself with the dissidents in the nuclear facility of Sector 6.
If you were particularly unlucky you might meet my character
in the infamous DSTRKT 5: a dystopian Blade Runner-esque
conurbation where Cyberpunk meets drum ‘n’ bass. The story

From Ian Johnston’s The Devil Within
Photographer: Lawrence Batley Theatre
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have trouble remembering your name but you acknowledge that
you are loyal to DSTRKT 5. You look again at the Cyrillic, the
doctor holds the paper in front of you. It still doesn’t make sense.
He tells you to blink and initiate the language protocol. Suddenly,
you understand the word in front of you, somehow you can read
Russian. The doctor reminds you that Muuti’s gifts come at a price.
Someone will contact you later. You are released from the chair
and thrust out into the night amongst the revellers. Confused, you
look back but there is no door just a wall covered in graffiti and
lewd posters advertising “services”. You meld back into the flowing
crowd of the street unsure of just exactly what happened. That’s
pretty much what we did. How did we do it?

for this district revolves around the cybernetic boss Muuti who
trades in black market goods and as a specialism, cybernetic
modifications and enhancements. I was lucky enough to play the
role of Doktor Benway, Muuti’s chop-shop backstreet surgeon.
I landed this job through the recommendation of a friend in
the immersive industry, working with a great company called
Third Mind. The director James wanted to create a novel
theatrical experience that melded technology with theatre into
a disorientating and turbulent experience. He had employed
a few tech companies who specialised in VR (virtual reality)
and so in addition to our characters we had some sweet tech
including a VR journey linked to a rumble pack.

“Inside the virtual world you travel
along neural pathways. As you move
your head the journey alters and
you feel solid vibrations crawling up
your spine, several times you scrape
the edge of the pathways and you
judderingly react.”

Tech
The Rumble or “subpac” pack is a device that plays bass sounds
through a speaker on your back that acts like a bone-conductor.
You can read all about that here: http://subpac.com/

Initially, we spent some time discussing character and looking at
the story arc for DSTRKT 5. James wanted Muuti to become a
separate focus from the main storyline, a rogue character that
didn’t subscribe to the events in the greater story arc but instead
bent them to his own will. Benway then was a servile character
in many ways like Renfield from Dracula seeking at every turn to
do his master’s bidding and therefore his approval. We wanted
the festival-goers that found their way to us to feel like they had
a furtive glimpse at the underbelly of Boomtown. James had
organised a whole “test” experience for potential DSTRKT 5
disciples. Festival-goers were approached in the streets by actors
playing agents of Muuti. They would coerce or convince members
of the public back to Muuti’s hidden headquarters. After being
manhandled through a doorway of what appeared to be a
disused shop, participants were given an audience with Muuti in
his office. Depending on how that went the audience members
could be sent off on a mission involving laser tag guns, refused
and rejected, taken to another experience further along the site or
they could be sent to me. If sent to me they would peel back some
filing cabinets on a swing hinge to reveal a small dimly lit tunnel.
Participants were guided into the tunnel which led to my surgery.
Once in the surgery we began our work.

It has a control for volume/resonance and is linked by a simple
mini jack to your audio. The experience is at first unnerving
and then rather enjoyable. You really feel the music and sound
effects being played through the pack. In this case, a phone in a
set of VR goggles running a spectacular programme designed
by James Edward Marks at PsychFri Lab. It is called Hack The
Planet (you can download this online). The room was fitted with
scrolling LED lights behind thick plastic sheeting covering white
walls to give a suffused effect.
Other ideas
Using portable receivers and headphones such as used in
museums and galleries is a wonderful way to immerse an audience.
I attended a show in Stratford upon Avon ran by Leeds-based
theatre company Slung Low. In this experience the whole durational
event (8 hours!) required the use of these headphones at key points.
One stand-out moment featured over a hundred members of the
public charging around the park outside the RSC to the William
Tell Overture but, to anyone watching, a large crowd dashed
around the park in complete silence. Slung Low have also used
this set-up to perform a suite of plays in a residential block of flats.
The audience stood on the pavement across the road and watched
as lights came on in certain flats and voyeuristically watched and
listened through the headphones to what took place.

Imagine, if you will, the following scenario: after possibly the
weirdest interview you’ve ever had, you have just emerged from
a tunnel to be confronted by a six foot female nurse dressed in
distressed leather. She pushes your head back and shines a UV
light in your eyes and mouth. A doctor puts on some surgical
gloves and looks you over. He asks you a few simple questions
and if you know why you are here. You do your best to answer and
he instructs you to drink some liquid. As you do you are strapped
into a strange contraption that is like the frame of a backpack
and then placed into a dentist chair fitted with restraints that
are tied tight lashing your wrists to the arms of the chair. You are
shown some words on the walls. They are Cyrillic, you don’t speak
Russian but you try your best to say what you see. The doctor
murmurs his approval and then a thick pair of goggles are fixed
over your eyes. Inside you can see a virtual environment. You are
instructed to concentrate on the pill…

Photographer: Odie Dolayme
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In my own work I have been using infrasound that is so low that you
can feel it but not hear it to create suspense by using a Helmholtz
resonator (nicknamed “Hellboy”) tuned to 16hz, sometimes
known as the “fear note”. In my one man play The Devil Without
this digitally produced ultra-low sound wave pulses through the
audience when Faust’s demonic pursuers start to arrive. The effect
varies but I’ve had a range of responses from mild discomfort and
nausea, tears, through to people running out of the show. This “silent
score” underplays almost all the supernatural aspects of the play
and gives the sound operator a real freedom and responsibility to
feel their way through the narrative.
For my next project, I am exploring the use of digital projection
mapping and parabolic speakers. As tech increases and
audiences become more tech-savvy I think we owe it to ourselves
to adapt and use new emergent technologies. This doesn’t mean
we have to lose the primacy of the actor-audience relationship:
we just have to learn how best to augment it. •

Inside the virtual world you travel along neural pathways. As you
move your head the journey alters and you feel solid vibrations
crawling up your spine, several times you scrape the edge of the
pathways and you judderingly react. Later - you don’t know how
long, it’s hard to keep track of time - the goggles come off. You
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The digital experience
at the theatre
By Amox Frayco
makes a dramatic entrance centre stage of the theatre scene.

What is not digital nowadays? The definition of what digital
means continues to change over time as new technologies, user
devices, methods of interaction with other humans and devices
enter the domain of research, development and market launch.
It’s tempting to look for simple definitions but to be more
meaningful and sustainable, digital should be seen less as a
thing and more as a way of doing things, creating value in the
processes that execute a vision of experiences.

Spotlight on projection mapping
Projection mapping first came to prominence through guerrilla
advertising campaigns sponsored by big companies to promote
their products. Also, video jockeys for electronic musicians used
this to elevate their craft by syncing their music with visuals. Later
on, artists also employed video projection as an avant garde
way of expressing their creations. In most of these, projection
mapping is usually done in a large scale by projecting scenes on
the sides of buildings. Recently this is being used in more diverse
ways than people can imagine. Also known as video mapping
and spatial augmented reality, it is a projection technology used
to turn objects, often irregularly shaped, into a display surface
for video projection. These objects may range from complex
industrial landscapes such as buildings, to small indoor objects
or even theatrical stages.

In general, humans experience the world analogically (the
opposite of digitally). Vision, for example, is an analog experience
because we perceive infinitely smooth gradations of shapes
and colours. Most analog events, however, can be simulated
digitally. Similarly, another new sense – “designating a virtual,
computer-mediated counterpart of an object that exists in the
real world”- covers such entities as digital negatives, digital
shopping carts and digital ink. And today digital technology

“...digital should be seen less as a thing
and more as a way of doing things,
creating value in the processes that execute
a vision of experiences.”
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The approach could be explained by the term “mixed reality”. It
is therefore a question of extended reality. Today we are always
in an expanded reality without realising it.

I am always on the lookout for new ideas. I first introduced
the use of video mapping to the Theatre Tech Club - a group
of high school kids with a passion for everything and anything
theatrical. It was a lot of trial and error, a lot of hard work as we
studied how to make the best use for this. Later on, we were able
to utilise this technique in APAC Theatre (Asia Pacific Activities
Conference). It was a big hit as this was something that many
have not undertaken before: exploring the prospect of using
spatial augmented reality in the theatre.

Creating the backdrop and the props
The peculiarity of projection mapping is that virtuality and
reality are increasingly mixed together. The images or pixels
from the screen are removed and re-entered in the real
environment. This means that the images are released from the
monitor and projected onto a screen to bring them directly into
the surroundings of the stage. The real physical world fuses, so
to speak, with the digital virtual world of images onstage. Such
is the theatre experience with projection mapping.

At the ISTA festival hosted by the Shanghai American School,
Pudong Campus in Shanghai in November 2016 I had
the opportunity to work with a group of talented students
who were eager to learn more about technical theatre.
During the first meeting we discussed how technology has
changed the times, and with that, the explosion of digital
devices for theatrical use. Technical theatre is no longer
limited to merely working with stage lights and sound

Setting the mood
The images projected create the desired atmosphere for the
actors as well as the audience. It sets the stage for an interactive
experience. The interaction also plays an important role as
the actors would like to participate along and the audience,
too, even by just simply watching and listening. This is why the
stage is designed interactively which is achieved through a wide
range of sensors or through live interactions between the actors.
Projection mapping can also change the scene or the set in the
blink of an eye.

boards. There was much dialogue on how the digital era
has affected everything, including theatre performances.
Conversations revolved around how with the advancement of
computers and technology people now have a heightened level
of experiencing things around them. With this in mind the tech
ensemble agreed to explore the possibility of using projection
mapping even more. The challenge was to come up with a
stage that was not only well lit and had good sound projection
but was also enhanced with the inclusion of projection mapping.

Behind the scenes
Working in a school environment has allowed me to experience
first-hand how the magic of digital theatre, particularly
projection mapping, can enrich the experience of everyone
involved in the performing arts.

Aptly entitled City of Dreams the festival kicked off by focusing
on Shanghai and the question as to whether striving to be the
best city comes at a price. Shanghai has been known as China’s

As the technical supervisor my responsibilities involve collaborating
with teachers and students alike in many school events, especially
theatre productions. In my desire to raise the quality of shows
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“When the curtains finally opened the
audience witnessed with awe the true
meaning of “mixed reality”: the fusion of
the real, physical objects with the virtual,
digital images.”
rehearsals running smoothly. It was truly an exhilarating moment
for everybody who was part of the show.

<<
Pearl, the most progressive city in China. However, there are
issues on whether Shanghai aiming for excellence has adverse
implications on the environment, society and individualism.
During one of the activities the students were given the chance
to observe The Bund, a famous waterfront area in Shanghai
where the “old” meets the “new” in the aspects of historical
Chinese culture and architecture. Armed with digital devices
such as their mobile phones and cameras the students recorded
as much audio and video material as they could. Sights and
sounds were captured for theatrical use. Then they gathered
together to discuss how they could incorporate this material into
the final production. The theatre students were very excited to
share their ideas and after much brainstorming it was decided
that head busts and a mounted cube would be utilised as
projection surfaces. The team worked hard in preparing their
equipment (laptops, projectors, busts etc), setting up their
display and editing their recordings (uploaded from their
phones and cameras). The students wanted to ensure that
everything was perfect: the projection mapping accurate, the
lights programmed correctly, the sounds checked and technical

When the curtains finally opened the audience witnessed with
awe the true meaning of “mixed reality”: the fusion of the real,
physical objects with the virtual, digital images. The fusion
projected an astounding impression on the beauty that digital
theatre can deliver onstage. For some audience it was their first
time to witness the visual effects of projection mapping. The
experience certainly changed their perspective about theatre
going digital. And there was also the stimulating awareness
of just how big of a role the digital revolution has impacted
on the theatrical experience. Not only for the actors and the
production team but for the spectators as well.
Digital technology has arrived and it is here to stay. To be able
to find ways and means to use it to enhance the teaching and
learning experiences that happen onstage and backstage is a
golden opportunity that we should take advantage of. To be
able to utilise this technology in order to enrich the performance
level of those in the dramatic arts is a gift. •

Productivity pluses
By Dean Lea

ideas. Sheets’ support tracking attendance, communicating
schedules and job allocation/rotations. An outstanding online
collaborative whiteboard tool is Padlet which has become a
“go-to” for developing possibilities.

“Even the cables are making me want to get to work!” exclaimed
one eleven-year old recently as he began work on the technical
set-up. His enthusiasm was absolutely exciting for me as his
teacher. By sharing experiences of fusing digital systems with
theatrical production and education, I refer to over fifteen years
of events with Hong Kong International School (HKIS) and
Starlit Voice, a Hong Kong based drama and performing arts
education and training provider.
Both environments boast an
international mix of students
within the secondary years and
focus every part of the production
process, from script to stage,
towards opportunities for learning.
For all. Always.

Having the students edit the script collaboratively in a digital
domain facilitates the ability to mark-up the script, developing,
clarifying and sharing production concepts and requirements
seamlessly. Using digital tools as notebook/paper/whiteboard
replacements offers extended
access to production documentation
including instructional and planning
notes, design sketches and technical
details. Whilst not mentioning
a product the marriage of an
iPad Pro, Apple Pencil and the
notetaking, sketching, importing,
exporting tool Notability, has
been a game changer for me.
The creative and productive
options generated through this set
is extremely powerful. Being able
to work in a digital domain as if
using paper to do the things we
need to do has helped me better
communicate and share ideas.
I’ve heard theatre teachers and
others say that using iPads in productions is problematic,
commonly due to a basic universal issue: a lack of battery charge.
I believe it is the responsibility and fundamental expectation of
all educators to support the development of a future knowledge
and skill. We can all help develop technical and digital literacies
within learners - always. So, having to arrange to have a product
charged or plugged-in is a small price to pay for such a huge
benefit to student learning.

“We can all help
develop technical
and digital
literacies within
learners - always.”

As a coach and teacher of
technology usage in education I
concentrate on how technological
tools can support process in a
delicate balance of not pushing
technology where it doesn’t need to
be but encouraging its partnership
with productive processes when it
is needed. In this case, the delicate
balance is theatrical.
From the first days of production work until the final curtain
and the accompanying set clean-up days that follow much of
the production team’s collaborative work sits within the digital
domain. Google (for education) holds a lot of the production
documentation. Drawings, with a little support from Pixlr (a
free and online photoshop - amazing) provides creative and
collaborative scope to develop most publication requirements.
Forms for sign-up and interest identification help right from the
start, Docs for scripts are excellent for collaborating and sharing
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“The digital domain offers a world of
potential collaborative, creative and
productivity pluses to any theatrical
production. ”
<<

recognise the responsibility that accompanies working in such a
way. It’s sadly very easy to trash the lot. However, with Google it’s
all retrievable… most of the time.
As mentioned earlier, the development of a dedicated,
interested, creative, collaborative and technically minded
production team makes this whole adventure a stimulating and
exciting educational experience.
One of the systems that supports theatre, but in my experience
is seldom available in the educational environments, is an
effective communication system. I consider it safe to say that
the ability for a director to communicate effectively with any of
the operational production crew, be it an audio control, light
control or backstage crew, is vital for the effective running of a
show. Fully digital switching systems with lots of communication
channel path options are great but can be costly. Having a
cabled system that connects production operators, even
when they sit near each other - headset-on and whispering
- is preferable. Remember, we’re in with the audience, so we
operate with quiet empathy.

Focused again on developing student knowledge and skill,
the script gets scrutinised with audio lenses firmly in place. As
mentioned earlier Google, Padlet and Notability facilitate these
processes by remaining in a digital domain.

Having documentation in the digital domain releases teachers
from the “Where’s the planning pieces of paper gone?” issues.
The option to access documentation whenever or wherever you
are to add an idea or to clarify a detail is brilliant. Obviously,
overuse of student “screen-time” might become a heated
conversation at this stage but I won’t go there. For now.

With production plans clarified, the show’s operational Google
Drive folder structure is built and shared as required. This structure
houses all production media and materials including working
files and exported finished components that will be targeted
by the great show control programme QLab. A challenge at
this point is ensuring the Google Drive App is installed on all
show control local hard drives and synchronised as required.
If this sounds all a tad too “techie” teachers are encouraged to
simply “Google it”. It’s not as hard as it sounds and it’s massively
powerful and efficient.

The goal at all times has been to enable the students to recognise
encountered systems and to learn how they might manipulate
them to meet their creative requirements. Establishing weekly
meetings to develop a tech production team’s technological
knowledge and skills is vital to them being efficient when it
comes to designing, developing and running a production.
Once visual and audible ideas have been drawn out of a script
and production plans have been developed, it’s set-up time.
Frustratingly a lot of commercial venues, for insurance reasons,
refuse student access to hardware set-up. We’ve struggled with
this in the past as we aim to get the student production team to
run all aspects of the show. Sweet talking has a positive impact
at times. If the facility is privileged to have Automated Lighting
Systems installed, the set-up and operation of a lighting design
can be controlled with one hand whist a student remains
sitting in a control room. Though I love the creative power
associated with the automated systems I find the tangible,
real time experience of working for the students so beneficial to
developing understanding.

Figure 53’s QLab show control software quickly becomes the
spine of technical control, providing facility to run all components
of the show from audio playback, camera remote control, to
DMX and MIDI based manipulation. Having mentioned my
passion and experience with audio it is frequently frustrating
to have to stand back and let the students stumble through a
process knowing full well that I could just take it and run with it.
Really there’s more satisfaction seeing the students develop the
skill and do the job effectively - when they’re twelve.
The table (on the opposite page) shows the required media
creation workflow. It has been repeatedly efficient for me.
Media editing software project files are saved into an
associated “Creation Files” folder. Using Google’s sharing and
synchronising options results in all project creation and show
files being able to be collaboratively developed and viewed.
Once media components are completed and exported into the
associated “SHOW FILES” folder. QLab will target media
components in the “SHOW FILE” folders. When tweeks need
to be made the “Creation Files” can re-export replacing the
“SHOW FILE”. QLab will simply use the updated version.

Spending decades in the pro audio world and working in all
sorts of situations ranging from home studio operation, stadium
audio direction/control or TV and film work I lean passionately
towards the audio field. I have always been curious why control
rooms are placed at the back of venues, frequently unable to
hear or see what the audience perceives. Frequently, we have
relocated control systems into the audience’s environment.
Depending on the complexity of the system, this relocation
process requires time and some creativity. However, once
done we can not only control the system with empathy but the
relocation process develops a more comprehensive, expansive
technical understanding. HKIS shelters its black box theatre
area for six weeks for show set-up. The technical production
students spend time after school, every day for five weeks setting
up systems as required. The team becomes amazingly capable
and develop a camaraderie and special bond as a group.

The ability to work in this manner enhances a respect for what
technical systems and the “Cloud” offer productive processes.
Our students recognise the efficiency of working in a digital
domain and do not struggle with the concept. In fact they
embrace it. It is vital to efficiency that a detailed naming
protocol be established with the production team, the more
details the better.
Frequently operating 20+ wireless face mics the mixing
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There is so much effort that goes into productions and they
usually end up worth capturing with a view to re-sharing and
reflection. Our student production teams also hold the task
of capturing the show. We usually place a 3 camera live edit
system within our control environment. We place one static wide
camera and two operated cameras, always going for the “best
shot”. We’re lucky that we’ve just recently secured a BlackMagic
system that includes a very easy to use switching system and 3 x
4K cameras. The students love the simplicity of the system and
are inspired by the 4K quality easily achievable. Recently an
enthusiastic eleven-year old exclaimed: “Even the cables (SDI)
are making me want to get to work!”. Having this digital capture
not only provides options for live streaming to provide access
to a larger community but it also revisits the development of
technical understanding. The students have to set it all up. And
they do… with a little encouragement. One of my main drives
for the students is to instill a desire to do their very best and to
recognise that they are trying hard. With the world speaking
about how mobile devices create a distracted society I find
it important to place the students in a situation where being
distracted and half-arsed doesn’t work.

complexity is high, requiring a focused mindset in order to be
effective. This is a challenge for experienced professionals not
to mention for twelve-year old students. To support the process
we established an audio team. The team has three parts: music
and SFX control/microphone control/audio cue caller. The
presence of the cue caller has resulted in a stronger audio team,
a better understanding of the processes across the team, and
an effective and on-track control.
Projection mapping options and associated media component
creation runs through the same process as other media forms,
being created, viewed and housed collaboratively within a Google
structure and targeted directly by show control software QLab.
The simplicity of media component management supports an
ability to focus on the quality and suitability of designed and
developed content. As with all collaborative endeavours and the
use of online resources, it is vital that production team members

The digital domain offers a world of potential collaborative,
creative and productivity pluses to any theatrical production.
To place this awareness accompanied by experience and an
associated skill set in students will keep the characters (and that
they are) focused, proud and keen to do more. And so remain I. •

“One of my main drives for the students is
to instill a desire to do their very best and to
recognise that they are trying hard.”
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Red Fly/Blue Bottle:
theatre and technology
By Stephanie Fleischmann
On a circle of vellum an out-sized fly buzzes and shimmers,
shape-shifting into the face of an old lady. The fly takes the
form of a video pieced together from processed found footage
- jumpy, old-fashioned, decayed and blurred. The image of
the old woman is rendered live, in real time, a close-up of a
performer inhabiting a remote region of the stage, captured by
a hidden robotic camera that swivels from one actor to another
as the piece unfolds.

minutes north of Hudson.

The old woman, played by Black-Eyed Susan (of Ridiculous
Theatre fame), is one of four characters in Red Fly/Blue
Bottle, a multi-media music-theatre work created by myself
and composer Christina Campanella in collaboration with
director Mallory Catlett, video artists Peter Norman and Mirit
Tal and Latitude 14, the company we formed to make the
piece. Working with a trio of designers we developed the work
in residence at HERE Arts Centre in New York City where it
premiered in 2009 and then travelled to The Netherlands.
Last November Red Fly received its regional premiere closer
to home at Experimental Media and Performing Arts Centre
(EMPAC), at Renesselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, just 40

A paradoxical melding of high-tech and low (the fly’s vellum is
scotch-taped to a giant clip lamp; vintage sine-wave oscillators
foreground a soundscape in which digital and analog coexist
in unsettling harmony), this 21st century cabinet of curiosities
does not make clear whether the insect-like old woman is living
in the present, the past or in some improbable future. All we
can be sure of is that she is surrounded by a hodgepodge of
magnifying glasses and bottles and jars of insects, framed by
a wall of ancient machinery full of knobs and dials. And that
her voice, amplified by a vintage broadcast microphone, is rich
and resonant, and quiet too, as intimate as a fly on the wall,
whispering in your ear.

Red Fly/Blue Bottle is about a man’s deployment to a secret
war, the young woman he left behind (the ancient entomologist’s
former self) and the discoveries she makes in his absence. It is a
meditation on loss, time - how time changes us and holds us in
its thrall - and memory. If the piece has a message it is this: look
closer at the world. Listen more carefully.

“The painstakingly detailed visual world
consists of many moving screens and all sorts
of archaic objects. The live video magnifies
the tiny objects that inhabit this world and
amplifies the performers’ inner lives.”
The old woman’s faraway presence is brought close into closeup, if you will, by an intricate mix of technology: two computers
running Isadora (a video programming software), ProTools and
QLab (sound recording and playback programs), three Shur
wireless microphones, five projectors, a mini pinhole surveillance
camera (in addition to the robotic one) and a matrox box which
sends the video signals to multiple projectors.

put impossible ideas into practice.
In the theatre at EMPAC, thanks to an intensely sophisticated
multi-channel speaker system and phenomenal acoustics, we
heard layers embedded within Red Fly’s soundscape that had
always been there but that we’d never been able to detect
before. The piece had the breathing room it needed and never
got in New Yok City yet it managed to retain the intimate
feeling of a miniature. We began talking about how we’d barely
scratched the surface of what is possible given these resources.
About how e.g. working with a certain combination of speakers
might change the way we think about sound and space. And
we were welcomed in and made to feel that Red Fly was only
the beginning of what was possible for us in such a context.
For a playwright and librettist who writes in images for whom
spectacle is as imperative as the language that conjures it,
and for whom sound is tantamount to character, making
performance work that incorporates state-of-the-art video and
sound technologies expands shadowy corners of my theatrical
imagination exponentially. Such work allows me the freedom to
explore a poetic, non-linear sensibility that illuminates the stories
I am compelled to tell. To discover that here, two-and-a-half
hours upriver from what is arguably the theatre capital of the
world, is everything an artist needs and more - to look closer at
her world, to listen ever more carefully - is an unexpected gift. •

The painstakingly detailed visual world consists of many
moving screens and all sorts of archaic objects. The live video
magnifies the tiny objects that inhabit this world and amplifies
the performers’ inner lives. The pre-fabricated video is not just
wallpaper, it is a vehicle for the young woman’s hallucinations
as she conjures the man’s journey through a foreign land and
a world at war with itself. The soundscore is a compendium of
found sounds - pieced together and processed electronically
to create a sonic environment of samples and loops - from
which songs emerge and recede. There is a band onstage.
Every layer of the piece is its own hermetic world yet each is in
direct conversation with the next. Each tells a distinct strand of
the story. Calibrating all these elements to make a haunting,
haunted whole, a synthesis of so many disparate parts, is a
tricky business. Becoming too enamoured with technology for its
own sake is the biggest potential pitfall of all.
The moral of the story? Enormously time-consuming, technology,
ironically, can be elusive and pernickety. It doesn’t necessarily
make things easier. But Red Fly/Blue Bottle wouldn’t be what
it is without it. The revelation? Although we developed Red Fly
in New York City (my long-time theatre home) we discovered
an extraordinary local resource in EMPAC, a centre for
the exploration of the intersection of performance, science,
technology and design whose mission is to nurture cutting-edge
artists. Designed by London-based Grimshaw Architects this
stunning ultramodern landmark building overlooking downtown
Troy “has come to rank as the most technologically sophisticated
performance space in America”, writes Alexis Sokoski in American
Theatre. EMPAC, which opened its doors in 2008, and has
been bringing radical programming to the region ever since,
houses four performance venues including an acoustically superb
concert hall within a state-of-the-art technical infrastructure. Here
the Centre’s visionary curators have created an environment in
support of the development of new work that trumps pretty much
everything that New York, or anywhere else, has to offer: research
facilities, residencies and engineers and technicians to help artists
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This article was first published in OUR TOWN.

“Becoming too
enamoured with
technology for its own
sake is the biggest
potential pitfall of all.”
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Christoffer Høyer
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Dean Lea

I am an award-winning playwright and
librettist whose texts serve as blueprints
for intricate three-dimensional sonic and
visual worlds. My “lyrical monologues”
(The New York Times), plays, musictheatre works and opera libretti have
been presented internationally and
across the United States.

I am the technical supervisor at the
Shanghai American School, Pudong
Campus. I am actively involved in the
various aspects of the audio-visual
productions in the school: from lighting
and sound design to stage management
of performances and events. I work
passionately to ensure that these are
successful.

I am a songwriter, composer, music
producer, multi-instrumentalist as well
as owner of the company Hoyer Songs.
I have toured Scandinavia, the United
States, the United Kingdom, Germany
and The Netherlands with my band
Envelope. As a solo artist I released the
album Silent Songs about Things That
Don’t Happen signed to Warner Music.

I am an actor, psychic entertainer,
hypnotist, teacher and fight arranger.
I’ve acted in theatre, film, television,
opera, cabaret and radio productions.
I have just moved to Los Angeles as
an IB teacher and artist in residence,
in addition to performing cabaret and
touring my one-man show The Devil
Without, a magical re-imagining of
Marlowe’s Faust.

I enjoy exploring the potential outcomes
that can be generated and manipulated
via technology systems. I thrive in
collaborative situations and enjoy the
energy dedicated to creative production.
I remain amazed at the impact sound
and light have on our minds and find
motivation in exploring what’s possible.

Joshua Hatt

Timothy Howe

Ash Huxtable

Patrick McGowan

Keriann O’Rourke

Darren Scully

I am an international drama teacher
and probably the biggest theatre nerd
you’ll ever meet. I was born and raised
in Nova Scotia, Canada. There I got
involved with community theatre at a
young age. I soon went off to theatre
school in Ontario, Canada and also
studied to become a teacher. In 2010
I began my career as an international
educator sharing and growing with
students around the world.

Over the past decade I have had the
pleasure to work as a theatre-maker
at the International School of Kuala
Lumpur. I have had the greatest joy
writing and devising original works, the
latest of which was nominated for Best
Original Script at the national arts
awards this past year. As a director and
deviser I enjoy harnessing the world’s
evolving history to create new and
impactful stories.

I’m currently the head of drama at
the Australian International School in
Singapore. It’s been nearly two decades
since I left Tasmania, a little island at the
bottom of Australia, to see the world.
Since then I’ve worked in the United
Kingdom, Turkey, Malaysia, China
and Singapore, teaching drama and
understanding some amazing cultures.

I have been a Shanghai-based audio
engineer for the past nine years and
have worked all over China, East Asia
and South East Asia. I am currently the
founder and director of TechSound, a
company providing professional audio
consulting and equipment services for
international companies and schools
based in China.

I call Singapore my “home away from
home” and have been working here in
education as a Kindergarten teacher
as well as a drama and dance middle
school specialist. I am a proud member
of the ISTA team and work as an Event
coordinator, Digital and social media
coordinator and also as the Singapore
regional coordinator for ISTA.

ISTA has been a big part of my life since
the early nineties. I am proud to have
been vice president of ISTA and a trustee.
You may have seen me as AD, Rep or
host of ISTA festivals both in Europe and
Asia. I’m the Artistic Director at Western
International School of Shanghai.

I’m currently the head of drama at
Bangkok Patana School. I grew up
in Australia but have spent my adult
life living and working abroad. Our
production was inspired by The Mobile
Phone Show by Jim Cartwright, a play
where the audience are asked to turn
ON their mobile phones at the start of
the show. How interactive could our show
be? Read my article to share our journey.

Stephanie
Fleischmann

“ISTA has been a big part of my life
since the early nineties.”
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